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Firefighting Simulator: 
 

Firefighting Simulator Showroom presents the Rosenbauer T-Rex™ 

 

Moenchengladbach/Germany, September 4, 2017 – Firefighting fans can now gain some 
brand-new, exciting insights into Firefighting Simulator, a new simulation game currently in 
development for PC: astragon Entertainment and developer Chronos Unterhaltungssoftware 
were proud to present the Firefighting Simulator Showroom. The showroom can be 
downloaded free of charge from Steam™ and will grant technophile players the chance to 
discover the easily most impressive vehicle of the game: the Rosenbauer T-Rex™. 
 
The Rosenbauer T-Rex™ fire truck is equipped with a combination of telescopic and 
articulating boom as well as a powerful CAN-bus electronic system. The latter allows 
firefighters to set the stabilizers, raise the aerial 115’ in the air and rotate 90° in less than 95 
record-breaking seconds. Its solid construction, multiple compartments and the reliable 
Commander chassis back up the versatility of this impressive emergency vehicle.  
 
With the help of the Firefighting Simulator Showroom players can now carefully examine the 
T-Rex™ from different angles and perspectives. In addition to various stationary camera 
positions, small camera pans will offer an interesting sneak peek at this imposing fire truck 
and its many possibilities in Firefighting Simulator. 
 
The Firefighting Simulator Showroom is now available on Steam™ free of charge: 
http://store.steampowered.com/app/420560 
 
For more information about Firefighting Simulator please visit our official homepage:  
http://www.firefighting-simulator.com/ 
 
As well as Facebook:  
https://de-de.facebook.com/FirefightingSimulator/ 
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About astragon Entertainment GmbH  
astragon Entertainment (founded in 2000) ranks among the leading independent games publishers in Germany. Our versatile 
product portfolio focuses on high-quality technical simulation games such as Construction Simulator, Farming Simulator or Bus 
Simulator, but also covers complex economic simulations and strategy games. The distribution of the Big Fish franchise 
(Mystery Case Files, Dark Parables, Grim Tales) completes our exciting product range. Games by astragon are available 
worldwide on many different platforms such as consoles, smartphones, tablets and PC. Please visit us for more information at 
http://www.astragon.de/en/ 

 
About Chronos Unterhaltungssoftware  
Chronos Unterhaltungssoftware has been founded in 2015 as a German developer studio with an international team. The 
Chronos team consists of games industry veterans who have worked in the past for companies such as Acclaim Entertainment, 
Ninja Theory and Crytek on popular games like FarCry, Donkey Kong Country or Heavenly Sword, as well as of young talents 
keen on winning their first stripes. Together, this makes for a creative mix of experience and innovation that helps us 
tremendously in the development of high quality virtual entertainment. Chronos aims to become the industry leader for 
firefighting simulations and to develop the best firefighting game in the market with the help of our community. http://chronos-
unterhaltungssoftware.de/  
 
About Rosenbauer  
Rosenbauer is an internationally active corporate group that is a dependable partner of the fire fighting community all over the 
world. The company develops and produces vehicles, fire fighting systems, fire & safety equipment and telematic solutions for 
professional, industrial and volunteer fire services, as well as installations for industrial fire protection. Its ability to supply 
products from its own European, American and Asian production facilities enables it to cover all the main standards 
environments. With its own service and distribution network, the Group is an active player in more than 100 countries. As a 
leading international manufacturer of fire fighting equipment, Rosenbauer – with its many innovations – is a driver of technical 
progress in the fire fighting sector. With commitment and high capability, its over 3,000 employees all around the world work on 
products that stand out for their remarkable functionality and attractive modern design. The Rosenbauer Group’s annual 
revenues of € 785 million make it the world’s biggest fire equipment supplier. Now in its sixth generation, this exchange-listed 
family enterprise has been at the service of firefighters for more than 145 years. Customer orientation, innovational strength 
and dependability are the core strengths of Rosenbauer. 
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